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Chapter 2175
Wang Simin stuck out his tongue: “I don’t care, I’m here to listen to the story. Your affairs
interest me more than anything else.”

George Han went on to discuss some general things. Speak to Wang Simin.

To him, Wang Simin was a man who helped himself with his life. If she hadn’t blocked
the surname Ye at the beginning, how could she have obtained the immortal profound
armor, and even life had reached the end at that time.

Others treat each other with fate, George Han will treat them with heart, and naturally
there is nothing to hide from Wang Simin.

After listening to George Han’s narration, Wang Simin couldn’t calm down for a long
time. In her heart, George Han’s experience can be described as tortuous and bizarre,
experiencing the ups and downs of life.

There are particularly good luck encountering nobles and expensive things, and some
are insidious calculations. When life is hanging by a thread.

Seeing her stupidity, George Han couldn’t help but smile: “What? Does it feel exciting?”

She sighed, “Excitement is exciting, but if I could go out with you in the first place, it
would be great, much better than I listen to it a lot.”

George Han said helplessly, smiling: “Now that the story is over, you should talk about
your business, right?”

Wang Simin rolled his eyes. I have business affairs and it was clearly seen by this guy,
as if Frost hit an eggplant: “My father and I are planning to join your mysterious alliance.
What do you mean?”

“You want to join my alliance?” George Han Frowned.

“Yes, but we joined the Ye Family before, do you dislike us?” Wang Simin said
awkwardly.

Although George Han rescued Wang Simin in the ring last time, Wang Dong decided to
join the Fu Ye family after thinking about it for a long time after returning.

“You have joined Fujia?” George Han frowned, he really hadn’t noticed this. After all,
most of the people in the Fu Ye coalition army could not have been seen by him, even if
he had seen it, he could not remember it. After all, there are so many people on the
battlefield.



It’s just that during lunch time. Wang Dong was not seen in the inner courtyard.
Therefore, George Han didn’t know that the Wang family had also joined the Fu family.

“Hey, don’t blame my dad. Originally, my Wang family was also a small power, and
formed an alliance of heroes with several small families. Every year they would fight for
hegemony and win the leader. But this year my dad…” That’s it for Wang Simin. Difficult
expression: “My dad lost this year, and the loss was rather miserable…”

George Han nodded clearly. If you can’t compete for the leader, the alliance between
the small families may be meaningless to Wang Dong, so if you want to join a big and
promising alliance, this is understandable for George Han.

“You… don’t you ask me why?” Seeing that George Han didn’t respond. Wang Simin
said speechlessly.

“Huh?” George Han was taken aback, not knowing what she was talking about.

“Don’t you ask me why my father lost so badly?”

George Han looked confused. Is it necessary to ask?

“I don’t care, you don’t ask, my old lady… This lady will answer by herself.” After
speaking rudely, Wang Simin was suddenly embarrassed again: “Because we both
stole the Five Elements Gold Pill that my father spent most of the Wang family’s assets.
My father he…”

Hearing this, George Han also suddenly became embarrassed. Only then did he
remember that when he stole away from the Wang family, Wang Simin did take a lot of
pills to give words, not only the dragon and phoenix poisons that caused him to be
poisoned, but also the five-element golden pill.

The former made himself a poisonous person invisibly, and it can be regarded as laying
a solid foundation for George Han to have the body that is now invaded by poisons, and
the latter is an important support for George Han in the early stage.

But what I didn’t expect was that Wang Dong was stunned.

“Because my father took the Five Elements Golden Core, the group of heroes released
a lot of cows before the game. But because of a fire in the backyard, he was beaten in
the face. My father is a face-saving person. So he can’t stay in the original minor
league. .”

George Han nodded, and roughly understood why Wang Dong and others could not be
seen in the inner courtyard. It is estimated that in Futian’s eyes, the Wang family is
nothing at all.

“Hey, don’t just nod your head lightly, you just talk, do you mind.” Wang Simin muttered.



“Mind.” George Han deliberately said in a cold voice. Seeing Wang Simin’s eyes were
extremely disappointed, George Han laughed: “However, I was short-mouthed and took
someone else’s five-element golden core. I can treat it as if I haven’t seen it.”

Hearing what George Han said in the second half, Wang Simin, who was lost, suddenly
became energetic: “So, do you agree?”

George Han nodded.

Wang Simin suddenly jumped up happily, like a child, but soon, she frowned suddenly
and looked at George Han with a sneer: “Oh, you are a sick chicken, you play me!” As

soon as the voice fell, Wang Simin Immediately rushed to Han three thousand teeth and
claws.

If it was Amelia Su, George Han would naturally hide and even play with each other, but
if it was Wang Simin, it would be different.

Although she is a friend, George Han still keeps a proper distance. George Han had
already appeared outside the pavilion when he appeared again.

“Hey, where are you going?” Wang Simin emptied directly, looking back at George Han
walking outside, couldn’t help but anxiously.

Chapter 2176
In the Wang Family Mansion.

Under the eaves, Mr. Wang was still sitting there, playing chess in a calm and clear
manner. On the opposite side, Wang Dong was anxious, although he was holding a
chess piece in his hand. But his eyes kept drifting out of the door, obviously
absent-minded.

As Mr. Wang landed, Mr. Wang smiled lightly and said: “If you are not expert in chess,
you will lose.”

Wang Dong looked down. Although he was not dead yet, he was confused and
confused. He has been surrounded by his father to death.

“Oh, father. I don’t have the mind to play chess, you know I’m waiting for the news from
that girl, you…” Wang Dong sighed helplessly.

He was anxious like an ant on a hot pot, restless, but he was dragged by his old father to
play chess.

“How many times have I told you, it’s a big thing. Don’t be impetuous. You can’t control
the result, so why worry about it?”



“Oh, it’s just a game of chess.”

“Chess is like life. , A wrong step, a wrong step.” Mr. Wang smiled.

“That’s good!”

At this moment, a young and powerful voice came from the door, and Wang Dong
suddenly looked up, finally releasing a smile on his anxious face.

“Father, it’s George Han.” Wang Dong said happily.

Mr. Wang just smiled slightly, but did not get up, quietly looking at the chessboard.

George Han stepped in, behind Wang Simin with a group of people in white clothes and
footmen carrying the sedan chair behind him. Wang Dong hurriedly smiled and greeted
him.

George Han just smiled at him, and then he came to the bottom of the chess game in a
few steps.

Glancing at the chessboard, George Han smiled bitterly at Wang Dong: “It’s a terrible
loss.”

Wang Dong touched his head in embarrassment, not to mention that he was
absent-minded just now, even if he was serious, he could not be his father’s opponent.
“My chess skills are poor, and it turned out to be a dead end. How about you play with
my dad again?”

George Han came in and asked his father to play chess. Although Wang Dong didn’t
expect it, but He was pleased with it.

At least George Han is so rude, at least it shows that he actually regards the Wang
family as a friend in his heart, otherwise it wouldn’t be the case.

George Han carefully studied the current chess game, Wang Dong stopped talking, and
asked Wang Simin to make tea quickly, and he himself. He smiled and looked at the
side with his hands behind his back.

Wang Simin quickly served the tea, and after pouring two cups on the table, he gently
brought George Han’s cup to George Han’s side.

Mr. Wang wanted to reach out and pick up his own. But he was stunned to find that after
his granddaughter had put the tea on George Han’s side, she squatted next to George
Han to watch him play chess, and had no intention of giving it to herself. Can’t help but
shook his head and smiled bitterly.

George Han touched his chin, his entire concentration was on the chess game, and he
didn’t even notice these details.



From the chess game, this game is really difficult. Although it was not a complete dead
end, because Wang Dong’s previous moves were so messy that the moves were all
wrong, and it seemed that he couldn’t make a few rounds.

Condensing his eyebrows for a long time, George Han did not think of a
countermeasure. The whole atmosphere is suddenly very quiet.

Although Qin Simin didn’t understand chess, he was watching it entirely because
George Han was playing. But seeing George Han looking helpless. He could only close
his mouth obediently and even relieve his breathing, for fear that it would affect George
Han’s thoughts.

After a while, George Han suddenly smiled.

Immediately afterwards, gently put down a child.

Wang Dong suddenly bent over and picked up George Han’s newly fallen son.
Shamelessly, he said to his father: “The next step is wrong, the next step is wrong, three
thousand this is a slippery hand.”

Finished. Wang Dong handed the pawn to George Han. George Han smiled helplessly,
and put the pawn back in place.

Wang Dong was stunned. Although his chess skills were not very good, he was still
influenced by his father, so he could barely make do with it. Even he could see it.
George Han’s move is actually meaningless.

Not only was he unable to defend against the opponent’s offense, the key was that his
offense was almost given up.

“There are three more moves you are about to die. Are you sure you are not defending?”
Mr. Wang laughed.

George Han smiled without saying a word.

Mr. Wang shook his head. He smiled and just raised his son, but suddenly discovered
that George Han had just left his son, which seemed rather strange.

The whole hand suddenly stopped in the air!

“Do you want to go around?” Mr. Wang finally discovered George Han’s intentions and
turned around to settle down, blocking George Han’s side.

George Han didn’t speak, but fell down again.

Mr. Wang immediately followed.



Half an hour later, as George Han fell again, Mr. Wang’s frowned brows became tighter,
and then he laughed.

“Wonderful chess, wonderful chess.” Mr. Wang praised loudly.

Wang Dong was also completely stunned. Although George Han did not win his father in
this round, his father could not win George Han.

Wang Simin saw his grandfather so moved. I don’t understand what happened.

Only Mr. Wang shook his head and smiled.

“It seems. It’s time to give him what I have hidden for nearly a hundred years.” Mr. Wang
smiled softly at Wang Dong.

Chapter 2177
it’s a tie!

“Haha, the juniors are not talented and can’t solve the game. What a wonderful chess.”
George Han said ashamed. Mr. Wang’s chess skills are indeed superb, and he has
almost tried all kinds of methods.

Risky tricks, confusion, almost all of George Han that can be used has been used. Can
be described as racking their brains. But even so, Mr. Wang was able to face it calmly,
guarding himself strictly, and giving himself no chance at all.

“No, no, you are too modest. You can make it like this in a defeated game. Although it is
a tie, it has already turned things around. It is the old man, who has the advantage in his
hand, but can’t make another city. So although it was a draw, the old man actually lost.”
Mr. Wang smiled bitterly and shook his head.

Then, Mr. Wang smiled. Looking at his son, Wang Dong, said: “With such ingenuity, it is
no wonder that Yaoshen Pavilion has such an advantage, but it was defeated in the
end.”

Wang Dong also nodded, his father’s chess skills he knew very well, but George Han
could checkmate. At this point in the game, the level of intelligence is by no means
comparable to ordinary people.

“Being able to be extremely domineering at critical moments, beating me by surprise,
but also when I was on the verge. Pretending to be pretentious, avoiding my sharp edge,
and even forbearing and forbearing, it is really a man who can stretch and bend and be
terrible!”

” Are you still hesitating?” Mr. Wang said to Wang Dong.



Wang Dong simply did not conceal: “That thing is exhausting the efforts of several
generations of the Wang family.”

“I understand, but I think George Han is the most ideal candidate, and I will not consider
the second candidate.” Mr. Wang stood up and looked at the inner hall lightly: “The one
who gets it should have both literary and talent.”

“George Han can turn things around, and Wu Neng can secure the world. I think it is the
best candidate. “Mr. Wang finished speaking, then looked at Wang Dong: “The most
important thing is. George Han is a nostalgic person.”

“If George Han does not remember his old feelings, he will not come to the palace today,
let alone play chess with the old man, and at the same time, he will not arrange
important positions for you and Simin in his alliance.” Mr. Wang Qingqing Smiled.

Mr. Wang Lao’s words are a good explanation for George Han’s old love, but Wang
Dong doesn’t understand the latter words.

From beginning to end, George Han did not mention about the Wang Family’s entry into
the Mysterious People Alliance, and it was even more damn talking about where to
arrange.

Even the person involved, George Han, was very puzzled at this time. How did Mr.
Wang know that he was planning to arrange an important position for Wang Dong? !

“Three thousand people come to the door in person, it is itself thinking about the old love,
otherwise, with the status of three thousand today, do you need it? Besides, I said that
three thousand people are nostalgic people, so naturally they want to give my Wang
family a favor. In return. Then it is inevitable to assign important positions to Dong’er and
Simin, am I right?” Mr. Wang smiled.

George Han nodded, since he regarded Wang Simin as a friend. The friend’s father
asked George Han to come and confirm it out of respect. The second is that George
Han is indeed here to repay his favor.

If it weren’t for the two pills of the Wang family, George Han wouldn’t have been today.
Although the intermediate process was tortuous, it can even be said that it was not what
Wang Dong wanted in the first place. But Wang Simin did help himself with his life in
Wuyou Village. After both merits and demerits, George Han still owed the Wang family
two pills.

George Han also knows Wang Dong’s mind well, and he also knows what happened to
him recently. Giving him a place in the alliance can not only improve his face, but also
give the Wang family a certain sense of security and future value.

This should be the best way to repay.



“What Mr. Wang Lao said is true. To tell you, George Han has this intention.” George
Han does not deny it.

“Haha, three thousand, although your chess skills are amazing, but you are not bad at
old age.” Mr. Wang laughed softly.

George Han glanced at Wang Dong. Then he said: “Simin has already told me that our
alliance now has two halls on the left and the right. However, there are many people in
Lake City planning to join us today. If you don’t dislike Uncle Wang, I want to collect
these new ones. The people are integrated into the Chinese army. You and Simin will
personally lead you and form the iron triangle of our alliance with the left and right halls. I
don’t know what you think?”

Hearing George Han’s words, Wang Dong’s eyes suddenly lighted up. George Han’s
alliance is now in full swing, many people squeezed their heads and want to go in, and
George Hanyilai gave himself one of the three management positions. This is far
beyond Wang Dong’s expectations.

“Dong’er, what are you doing in a daze? Go get things.” Mr. Wang said with a smile.

Wang Dong nodded, quickly turned around and walked into the house.

“One more game?” Mr. Wang said with a smile.

George Han agreed and sat down with Mr. Wang again. The chess game started again.

Wang Simin simply moved a small bench and sat beside him quietly, watching the two
players play chess.

After a long time, Wang Dong walked out slowly with a mahogany box in his hand.

Then, he put the box next to the two of them, staying beside them quietly watching the
two of them play chess.

George Han’s moves are weird and seemingly out of order. However, they adopted the
vertical and encirclement, supplemented by the seductive ambush, as if the sea seemed
calm, but in fact the waves were turbulent. Undercurrents are moving.

However, Mr. Wang Lao pays attention to stepping steadily, observing the overall
situation and guarding the details, almost as airtight as an iron barrel array, and then in
this case, occasional attacks.

Although the two sides are not considered to be the tip of the needle to the Maimang, at
least the killing is inextricably difficult. It was not until the sky was dim that the two slowly
came to an end.

Tie!



It’s still a tie!

If you have to divide the outcome, maybe George Han can barely count, after all, he has
a slight advantage!

Wang Simin had already arranged the dinner for the next person. Among them, there
was a dish that she made by herself. She deliberately put it in front of George Han, but
George Han only had to look at it and he knew it was “unusual.” “The ugly dishes are
definitely not made by ordinary people.

After dinner, the servant cleared the table, and then Wang Dong put the wooden box on
the table again.

Mr. Wang smiled softly at George Han. A gesture signaled Wang Dong to open the box.

After getting the order, Wang Dong got up, and then opened the wooden box first,
revealing a plane similar to gossip. Only the yin and yang eyes are hollow.

Then Wang Dong took out two keys from his body and inserted them into the two yin
and yang holes. With a movement of his hand, the whole box made a creaking sound of
gears turning.

Immediately afterwards. The gossip spread out on both sides, and a tray slowly rose up
in the center, and on the tray, a bronze roulette was lying quietly, covered with bronze
rust.

“This is…” George Han frowned. This thing is really ordinary. It is worth a little money on
the earth. It is estimated that it is an antique, but there is no other value besides it.

Wang Slowly smiled lightly and waved his hand. All his servants went out, and the doors
and windows were closed. Then, the whole room suddenly became dark.

Chapter 2178
When people went out, they put the curtains on the surroundings, and the whole room
was suddenly dark.

Mr. Wang gently leaned against George Han’s arm and motioned him to look at the
roulette now.

As the light decreases. George Han was also stunned to discover at this time, a faint
blue light flashed around the entire roulette.

Immediately afterwards, Mr. Wang slapped his luck and lost directly to the roulette.

“Wow!”



There is a circle on the innermost layer of the roulette wheel, which rotates slowly at this
time, and the cyan light is also due to the rotation of the wheel. At this time, the figure
lengthens, like a blue dragon.

And as the roulette turned faster and faster, the little blue dragon broke away from the
roulette and climbed into the fixed circle on the outermost layer of the roulette.

Mr. Wang stopped his breath. The entire roulette also slowly stopped, and the blue
dragon gradually turned into light and shadow, and finally disappeared completely as
the roulette stopped spinning.

George Han frowned, what is this? ! He thought it was just an ordinary antique, but he
didn’t expect that when the roulette was spinning, a very strange and special energy
would radiate from it.

George Han has never seen this kind of energy.

Whether it is the Octagonal World. Or the world of Xuanyuan, or the earth, or even the
Eight Desolation Book of Heaven.

George Han didn’t know how to describe it. He only felt that this power was far beyond
his own knowledge. Although it was released very small, the purity of it made people
frown.

“What’s this?” When the roulette stopped, the curtains outside the window were closed,
the whole room was restored to light, and the roulette in front of me was the same as
before. It’s like a shabby old antique.

“Long Pan.” Mr. Wang sighed and said softly. Although it was just a moment. But it
made his internal energy consumption extremely large.

“My dad himself is considered a master, but for this thing. Now he can only play chess at
home.”

In this regard, George Han believed that although Mr. Wang looked like an ordinary old
man, there was an aura of no anger and prestige between his brows, which was far
beyond what a person could have.

However, this also aroused George Han’s interest even more.

Mr. Wang smiled and said: “To be precise. Not only did I spend my whole life for it, my
parents. My grandparents, and even several generations above, almost spent countless
energy on it. You can say that, the Wang family. People have spent at least ten
generations of hard work. But unfortunately, now that I can only reluctantly let it start for
a while.”

“What is this dragon plate? What is it for, it will let you Spend so much effort to ponder
it?” George Han asked strangely.



“I don’t know, I only know that it is an ancient thing.” Mr. Wang shook his head and
explained: “I heard that my ancestors got it by a coincidence. According to his family
notes, this thing Contains an extremely powerful force. Once it is unlocked, it can
become a dominant existence.”

“A dominant existence?” George Han frowned, “Isn’t that the true god? Is there the
power of the true god in it?” “

“The power of the true god will only exist in the sacred mound. I don’t know what this
dominating power is. You need to solve it.” Mr. Wang finished, he collected the wooden
box and pushed it to Han In front of three thousand.

“Mr. Wang, what are you doing?”

“Do you own a Pangu axe?” Mr. Wang asked.

George Han hesitated for a moment. But in the end he put his guard down and nodded:
“Yes.”

“Maybe. You are the owner of it.” After speaking, Mr. Wang slammed George Han’s
hand. Open the wooden box and put George Han’s hand on the dragon plate at the
same time!

“boom!”

When George Han’s energy touched the dragon disk, at this time, a strange scene
happened.

The entire dragon plate was the same as before, slowly turning, and the blue light began
to appear, and gradually turned into a blue dragon as before.

But what was different from just now was that when the blue dragon revolved around the
outermost periphery, George Han made the blue dragon shine more brightly, and the
center of the roulette revealed a pit about the size of a palm.

“Don’t be distracted.” As soon as Mr. Wang’s voice fell, his hands stepped up.

George Han nodded hurriedly, holding his breath, urging his energy to continue on the
dragon plate.

As the strength increased, the blue dragon got faster and faster, and finally there was
even a prototype of a blue dragon. At this time, the outer circle of the pothole also lit up
with a ray of light, and inside the pothole, a strange mark also appeared at this time.
Started to shine.

When seeing this mark, George Han frowned, his eyes fixed on it, and he couldn’t even
remove it for even a second.



This seal, how… how could it be?

This is simply impossible!

George Han’s whole heart was turbulent, and his face was full of pale shock!
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